Community Care Supports Program funding recognition

From 1 July 2012 the NSW Community Care Supports Program (CCSP) is the name for the community care services provided to younger people.

‘Younger people’ refers to people who are under 65 years of age, or 50 for Aboriginal or Torres Straight Islander people. The CCSP program is supported by Ageing, Disability and Home Care, Family and Community Services.

Previously these services were funded under the Home and Community Care (HACC) program. HACC now only refers to care for people aged over 65 (50 for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people). For information regarding the HACC program and the use of the HACC logo the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing (DoHA) on 1800 057 616.

When to acknowledge CCSP funding

You are required to formally acknowledge the NSW Government’s funding contribution. This is called ‘due recognition’; see clause 8.4 of the ADHC Funding Agreement which describes the terms and conditions under which funding is provided and the services to be delivered with that funding.

If you are promoting the NSW Community Care Supports Program you need to provide due recognition.

Do use the ADHC logo on:

■ newsletters, pamphlets, websites and publicity materials
■ service information packs.

Do not use the ADHC logo on your organisation’s internal working documents and record keeping or when the logo would be illegible.

How to acknowledge CCSP funding

If you receive CCSP funding you must acknowledge this in one of two ways:

■ display the ADHC logo
■ including a worded acknowledgement such as ‘This activity/project/organisation is supported by Ageing, Disability and Home Care, Family and Community Services.’
Where to get the logo

The ADHC logo and the guidelines for its use are available from your ADHC regional contract manager. You can find the contact details for your contract manager via the ADHC Service Portal.

You must follow the guidelines when using the ADHC logo. You do not need to get approval for each instance when you use the logo.